Antifa Protesters Arrested
And Face Felony Charges For
Attacking Trump Supporters
Brawls broke out at a pro-Trump Rally in Huntington Beach,
California, when Antifa members, dressed in black like
commandos, assaulted Trump supporters. Jennifer Sterling, one
of the pro-Trump event organizers, was pepper sprayed by the
attackers, and four of them were arrested on felony charges.
–GEG

Update: 4 Anti-Trump Antifa Thugs Arrested, Face
Felony Charges (VIDEO)
Yesterday, several brawls broke out in Huntington Beach, CA
after Anti-Trump Antifa thugs physically assaulted Trump
supporters at a pro-Trump rally. Several were detained and 4
are facing felony charges.
Trump supporters were punched and pepper sprayed. It’s about
time these violent fascists are arrested and charged!
Fox News reporter: “At least 4 arrested and facing felony
charges after several beach brawls break out in Huntington
Beach.”
Jennifer Sterling is one of the event organizers and she was
pepper sprayed by a violent leftist even after she called for

a peaceful march. Yes, these vile leftists attacked a peaceful
woman.
A 64 year old man was also interviewed and he said that he had
never been to a protest or a march in his entire life. He was
holding an American flag when a fascist thug punched him in
the face for no reason.
Read Full Article Here…

Obamacare Replacement for
Obamacare Failed To Pass.
Rand Paul Says It would Have
been Just As Bad.
Paul Ryan’s bill to replace Obamacare failed last Friday, and
the vote was cancelled. President Trump says that it will
explode all on its own. Rand Paul says he wants to repeal
Obamacare instead of replacing it. Premiums are too high
because of the mandate and because people who already are sick
are allowed to buy insurance at the same rates as healthy
people, and that forces all rates through the roof. -GEG

Rand Paul: Ryan Plan Doesn’t Fix Health Care

Problems, Would Be As Bad As Obamacare
SEN. RAND PAUL: The problem is, see, we as conservatives ran
on repeal of Obamacare. I was elected in 2010, right after it
came into place, to repeal it. We never ran on a replacement
of Obamacare Lite. We never ran on making the entitlement
subsidies permanent. We never ran on an individual mandate or
keeping the taxes or keeping the Medicaid expansion. We didn’t
run on that, and so they’re really flat-out false in telling
us, oh, you guys ran on this plan. None of us ran on this
plan. We ran on repealing Obamacare because it doesn’t work.
They’re going to repeal part of it and leave in place all of
the stuff that causes your insurance rates to go through the
roof. So we have a plan, a replacement plan that we’d like to
talk about at the same time, that instead of subsidizing
people’s health care, actually forces prices down, forces the
insurance companies to come to the table.
Under my plan, 37 million people who belong to AARP would be
able to negotiate and buy a group policy of insurance. And
that would drive prices down, particularly for people leading
right up to retirement but on into the retirement years. It’s
the only thing that would work to bring prices down. And we’re
not talking about at all. That’s a huge mistake by the
Republican Party.
Now we’re in a bidding war with Democrats over, well, we’re
going to offer half as much federal subsidies as the
Democrats. We’re never going to win that bidding war. It’s a
huge mistake. It’s a public relations nightmare. They should
scrap it all. Start over. And let’s have a real meaningful
debate about how to fix it.
See Video And Transcript Here…

Why Did Alex Jones Apologize
To
James
Alefantis
For
Reporting On Pizzagate?
Alex Jones, founder of InfoWars, reading from a script, made
an apology directly to James Alefantis, owner of the Comet
Ping Pong pizza shop that is the center of the Pizzagate
pedophile-allegation controversy based on emails from John
Podesta, a long-time Clinton insider. While no hard proof of
pedophilia has been presented, many commentators believe there
is enough circumstantial evidence to justify an official
investigation. Alex Jones was one of those but now says his
prior reports were based on an “incorrect narrative” and
inaccurate information.
Some people believe that Pizzagate is a ‘limited hangout’
which is a strategy used by government intelligence and
propaganda agencies to reveal a limited amount of accurate
information but which also contains enough false information
to obscure or discredit that part which is true. Others have
theorized that Pizzagate could be a set-up to entice critics
of the establishment into spreading a false news story so,
eventually, they can be discredited by their mistake. This
explanation, however, runs counter to the fact that Podesta’s
emails were not leaked by an establishment media outlet or a

government agency, but were hacked and then published by
Wikileaks, a source with a proven anti-establishment track
record.
The timing of Alex Jones’ apology last Friday was as
significant as the apology itself. An organized protest
calling for an investigation of Pizzagate was scheduled the
next day at the White House. Jones’ reversal at that critical
moment undoubtedly diminished the size and force of the
protest.
It is unknown whether Alex Jones was threatened, either
financially or physically, other researchers say they have
been.
As a side note, David Brock, the former ‘domestic partner’ of
James Alefantis, and the Democratic party operative behind
Correct The Record and Media Matters, had a heart attack two
days before Jones’ apology.

